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Biographical Note
Mary George Ruth Graham Werner attended Indiana State Teachers College (ISTC) from 1933 to 1937.

Scope and Content Note
This collections contains photographs of Mary George and school children in Whiskey Run, Pennsylvania from about 1930.

Provenance
This collection was donated by Ruth Graham Werner.

Restrictions
None, this collection is open for research. Property rights reside with Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP), and the IUP Special Collections and University Archives. Literary rights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permissions to reproduce or publish, please contact the Special Collections Librarian and University Archivist.

Processor
The collection was organized and the finding aid was updated by Harrison Wick on February 24, 2015.

Content List (See Record Group 53 Box 23)
Box 23 Memorabilia and Ephemera
1. Personal photograph album of Mary George, Indiana State Normal School graduate and teacher at Italian one-room school house in Whiskey Run, Pennsylvania (a mining town near Iselin, Pennsylvania). School photographs and photographs of mining town children, circa 1930.